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I below present my estimates of the burden for a private practice trademark attorney to
prepare and file a federal trademark application: use-TEAS Plus, use-TEAS Standard,
ITU-TEAS Plus, and ITU-TEAS Standard.

MYSELF

I am a solo practitioner, and have previously been an attorney with a small firm,
with from four to one other attorneys. Admitted to the Illinois bar in November 1984,
36 years ago, I have filed over 200 trademark applications. TESS lists me as the
attorney of record for 274 applications. I have also supervised scores of trademark filings by associate attorneys in the firm.

In addition to my JD, I earned a PhD in organization theory, with a strong emphasis in research methodology. I have conducted hundreds of surveys, and testified as a survey expert before the International Trade Commission.

CURRENT METHODOLOGY

These time estimates are based on my 35-year trademark practice, supported by
digitized firm-wide client and matter information, and a sophisticated computer
IP-firm management system (Cudgel with CalendarEye by GreenLight Software).
I am likely unusually efficient in preparing and filing federal trademark applications.
I expect a representative survey of private practice intellectual property attorneys
would find our times are significantly less than the mean, under the median of the
broader group.

As discussed below, preparation dime differs markedly depending on many factors,
including: a) new or established client; b) new goods/services of the client or a new
mark for the client’s previously registered goods/services—in which case the prior
goods/services identification may be reused—unless the PTO has changed the relevant
descriptions of the Identification Manual; c) the word length of the mark; d) if there
are text stylizations or design elements of the mark; e) the IP- sophistication of the
client (more sophisticated and experienced less likely to seek to register generic or
highly descriptive marks); f)  the client’s awareness of their industry and thus awareness
of potentially confusing marks in the market, which may or may not be registered.

Also materially relevant is g) the trademark attorney’s business model. Representing
a stable group of established clients saves much time compared with the data
requirements in applying for a new client. Moreover, g) the trademark attorney’s
ethical stance, if thin, can “save” time albeit potentially failing ethical standards.
Filers before the Trademark Office have a duty for their assessment of the validity
of their filings—a client’s statements should not automatically be accepted at face
value—often new businesses are unaware that trademark “use” is a technical term,
legally defined under the Lanham Act. For example, a webpage advertising a
good may not qualify as the use required for federal registration, and a webpage
advertising a service may not qualify unless the promoted service has been
rendered, all in commerce that may be regulated by Congress.

Few single individuals will be truly representative of the group of interest. Moreover,
voluntary submitters to a request for time data likely systematically differ from those
who do not participate. A more reliable time burden overall estimate might be obtained
starting with the PTO’s own data from 2020 or for 2019, before the Covid-19 pandemic.
A stratified random sample of filers could be chosen, among single filers (that time period),
filers of a few applications, and filers of many applications. Review of the actual distribution
will suggest meaningful segmentation.

If a general request for comment were made, as this was, and that followed a month later by
targeted email requests to randomly selected filers from the stratified groups, more
reliable data could be generated the total estimated burden.

ANSWERS TO REQUEST FOR COMMENTS

IV. Request for Comments
The USPTO is soliciting public comments to:

(a) Evaluate whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the functions of the Agency, including whether the information will have practical utility;
* Some information is manifestly required, such as mark, goods/services, first use date,
applicant name, state of formation, name and address of filer, etc.
Other information seems not necessary as currently asked, other means of achieve
security goals seem better suited: Applicant domain (where sleep), applicant email.

(b) Evaluate the accuracy of the Agency's estimate of the burden of the proposed collection of information, including the validity of the methodology and assumptions used;
* inaccurate, drastically under estimates even for an experience, sophisticated applicant
with a short strong mark and simple single-class goods/service repeated from
prior application with same goods/service and different mark.

(c) Enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be collected; and
* Diverse trademark practitioners and analysts report various errors in the PTO
trademark databases. Even after these database blemishes are publicized, it seems to take the PTO a long time, if ever, to correct them. While the public TESS and TSDR databases are of much help to the public in evaluating rights to various issued, applied, and possible trademarks, such continuing blemishes impair the validity of trademark searches.

(d) Minimize the burden of the collection of information on those who are to respond, including through the use of appropriate automated, electronic, mechanical, or other technological collection techniques or other forms of information technology, e.g., permitting electronic submission of responses.
• PTO is still vulnerable to computer malfunctions; it lacks prompt parallel backup.
This transfers significant additional time and costs to attorney filer and their client.
While attorneys may seek to avoid last day filings (and some PTO computer outages
have lasted for several days), clients sometimes provide essential information to
attorneys near or on last day before deadlines. The alternative paper and Express Mail
filing requires using, and perhaps finding, a US Post Office that will be open,
travel to it, and preparation of paper filings, which are no longer as familiar to Teas-practiced
attorney filers.

TRADEMARK APPLICATION TASKS

When I have done trademark applications since and on the PTO electronic systems—
TEAS with supporting use of TESS, TSDR, and the TM ID Manual—the following tasks are usually involved:
01. Receive request from client;
02. For a new client enter client information into computerized docket
        (Preparing, emailing, receiving back, and docketing legal representation letter, excluded);
03. Enter new matter into computerized docket;
04. For new clients, explain basic issues of trademark law and federal application process;
05. Evaluate what  is, can be, should be applied for mark: word, stylized, design;
06. Some trademark search—depth and complexity depending on client preferences,
        including market and trademark experience, budget, importance of mark/product;
        expected investment before Allowance;
07. Some investigation of potentially adverse marks, parameters similar to #06;
08. Review ID Manual and select possible goods/services identification,
        some client have need or desire for very particular descriptions not in ID Manual
        (Excludes possible request for a new entry in ID Manual);
09. Request, receive, and review client’s submitted digital use specimens; typically
        reformat for PTO digital image requirements (client time to communicate with
        marketing or other source for digital photos of mark on/for goods/services,
        specifying with hand holding or other context, to aid new stricter specimen exam;
10.  Counseling client on various risks, including cost/benefit of sooner ITU application
        versus delayed use application, with implications for priority and costs, options, etc.;
11. Discussion on who the applicant is, individual or corporate entity; if not only
        the client solely involved expanded conflict of interest inquiry and docket update;
        also for new clients, checking with appropriate secretary of state corporate entity
        (INC, LLC, PBC, etc) and whether entity is in good standing—some new clients
        confuse whether inc or LLC etc; clarify specific punctuation in legal entity name
        (PTO is quite specific with things such as the presence or absence of a comma before
        the entity abbreviation; some clients may overlook formalities to keep the corporate
        entity in good standing, such as filed annual reports;
12.     Completing the online form, having scheduled to avoid announced TEAS down
        date/times;
13.     Updating the matter docket that the application has been filed, docketing the
        assigned serial number, saving and docketing the filing receipt, docketing the
        PTO filing fee expenses; entering the billing slip for
        the government filing fees and the firm fee for application filing;
14.     Email to client that the application has been filed, with the expected next event,
        currently an initial office action in about four months;
15.     Later, confirming the application has been entered into TESS.

Excluded are docketing TMOG publication, checking TtabVue and TSDR slightly
after end of 30-day opposition period for possible opposition document filed;
for ITU docketing Allowance; Receiving issued registration certificate; Update
docketing; correspondence and transmittal of paper registration certificate; and
the parallel entry of billing slips for these post-application tasks.

TIME BURDEN ESTIMATES

Conservative time estimate for a new client: 330 minutes;
Conservative time estimate for an experience client: 140 minutes;
Estimate for ITU application for a new client: 15 minutes less;
Estimate for Use application for an experienced client: 10 minutes less—

For ITU applications, excluded are communications with client whether there is yet
appropriate, technical trademark use; filing between 1 and 5 request to extend the
time to file the Use Statement; reviewing and reformatting the digital use specimens;
docketing the requests and grants of extension.

Respectfully submitted,
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